Privacy policy
This document is the privacy policy (by General Data Protection Regulation) of the website
goingvirtual.eu created by Tampere University of Applied Sciences. This document explains
how our organization uses the collected data on this website.
Created: 30.03.2022.
1. Register holder
Organization: Tampere University of Applied Sciences
Business ID: 1015428-1
Address: Kuntokatu 3, 33520 Tampere, Finland
2. Contact person
Name: Susanna Saarinen
Email: susanna.saarinen@tuni.fi
3. Register name
Going Virtual website user register
4. Usage of personal data
Personal data is only gathered for registration purposes and handling users of the website.
5. Register data content
Data saved to the register are the following ones:
-

first and last name
email address
institution
country
IP address

The register holder deals and holds personal data only for so long as it is necessary.
Unnecessary personal data of which the register holder doesn’t have a basis to hold or deal,
will be deleted regularly.
The users’ IP addresses and necessary cookies necessary for the service will be dealt with
for the benefit of the user in cases when they are seen as personal data. A consent is asked
for third party cookies.
6. Sources of gathered personal data
Data saved to the register is gathered from sign up forms, profile forms and other situations
where the user hands over their data.
7. Transfer of personal data outside EU/ETA
Personal data isn’t sent to other directions per se unless authorities demand or force so
under legislation. Data can be handed outside the EU or ETA.

8. Register protection
Handling the register is done carefully and properly. When personal data is held on internet
servers, the hardware and information security are taken care of properly. The register
holder looks after that saved data is dealt with confidentially and by employees of whose job
description it belongs to.
9. Right to inspect personal data saved to the register
Every person saved to the register has the right to inspect their own personal data and
demand that false information is corrected or missing information is filled. Whether the
person wants to inspect the saved data, they must send a request in writing to the register
holder’s contact person. The register holder may require you to prove your identity. The
register holder will answer to the user in a month.
10. Other rights about personal data
Every person saved to the register has the right to request deleting their personal data from
the register. Registered people also have the rights to request restriction of processing your
data in certain situations. Send the requests to the register holder in writing. The register
holder may require you to prove your identity. The register holder will answer to the user in a
month.

